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The Business Hachette UK Kate Telman is a senior executive oﬃcer in The Business, a powerful and massively discreet transglobal
organisation. Financially transparent, internally democratic and disavowing conventional familial inheritance, the character of The
Business seems, even to Kate, to be vague to the point of invisibility. It possesses, allegedly, a book of Leonardo cartoons, several sets
of Crown Jewels and wants to buy its own State in order to acquire a seat at the United Nations. Kate's job is to keep abreast of current
technological developments and her global reach encompasses Silicon Valley, a ranch in Nebraska, the ﬁrm's secretive Swiss
headquarters, and a remote Himalayan principality. In the course of her journey Kate must peel away layers of emotional insulation
and the assumptions of a lifetime. She must learn to keep her world at arm's length. To take control, she has to do The Business. The
Business Hachette UK Kate Telman is a senior executive oﬃcer in The Business, a powerful and massively discreet transglobal
organisation. Financially transparent, internally democratic and disavowing conventional familial inheritance, the character of The
Business seems, even to Kate, to be vague to the point of invisibility. It possesses, allegedly, a book of Leonardo cartoons, several sets
of Crown Jewels and wants to buy its own State in order to acquire a seat at the United Nations. Kate's job is to keep abreast of current
technological developments and her global reach encompasses Silicon Valley, a ranch in Nebraska, the ﬁrm's secretive Swiss
headquarters, and a remote Himalayan principality. In the course of her journey Kate must peel away layers of emotional insulation
and the assumptions of a lifetime. She must learn to keep her world at arm's length. To take control, she has to do The Business. The
Steep Approach to Garbadale Abacus Dark family secrets and a long-lost love aﬀair lie at the heart of a fabulous new novel by the
author of Matter and The Wasp Factory The Wopuld family built its fortune on a board game called Empire!, now a hugely successful
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computer game. So successful, in fact, that the American Spraint Corp wants to buy the ﬁrm out. Young renegade Alban, who has
evaded the family clutches for years, is persuded to attend the forthcoming family gathering—part birthday party, part Extraordinary
General Meeting—convened by Win, Wopuld matriarch and most powerful member of the board, at Garbadale, the family's highland
castle. Being drawn back into the bosom of the clan brings a disconcerting confrontation with Alban's past. What drove his mother to
take her own life? And is he ready to see Sophie, his beautiful cousin and teenage love? Grandmother Win's revelations will radically
alter Alban's perspective forever. Complicity Simon and Schuster In Scotland, a self-appointed executioner dispenses justice to ﬁt the
crime. Thus the lenient judge who let a rapist go is punished by being raped, while a man who killed is killed in turn. Inversions
Hachette UK The sixth Culture book from the awesome imagination of Iain M. Banks, a modern master of science ﬁction. In the winter
palace, the King's new physician has more enemies than she at ﬁrst realises. But then she also has more remedies to hand than those
who wish her ill can know about. In another palace across the mountains, in the service of the regicidal Protector General, the chief
bodyguard, too, has his enemies. But his enemies strike more swiftly, and his means of combating them are more traditional.
Spiralling round a central core of secrecy, deceit, love and betrayal, INVERSIONS is a spectacular work of science ﬁction, brilliantly told
and wildly imaginative, from an author who has set genre ﬁction alight. Praise for the Culture series: 'Epic in scope, ambitious in its
ideas and absorbing in its execution' Independent on Sunday 'Banks has created one of the most enduring and endearing visions of
the future' Guardian 'Jam-packed with extraordinary invention' Scotsman 'Compulsive reading' Sunday Telegraph The Culture series:
Consider Phlebas The Player of Games Use of Weapons The State of the Art Excession Inversions Look to Windward Matter Surface
Detail The Hydrogen Sonata Other books by Iain M. Banks: Against a Dark Background Feersum Endjinn The Algebraist Surface
Detail Hachette UK The ninth Culture book from the awesome imagination of Iain M. Banks, a modern master of science ﬁction. It
begins in the realm of the Real, where matter still matters. Lededje Y'breq is one of the Intagliated, her marked body bearing witness
to a family shame, her life belonging to a man whose lust for power is without limit. Prepared to risk everything for her freedom, her
release, when it comes, is at a price, and to put things right she will need the help of the Culture. It begins in the realm of the Real. It
begins with a murder. And it will not end until the Culture has gone to war with death itself. Praise for the Culture series: 'Epic in
scope, ambitious in its ideas and absorbing in its execution' Independent on Sunday 'Banks has created one of the most enduring and
endearing visions of the future' Guardian 'Jam-packed with extraordinary invention' Scotsman 'Compulsive reading' Sunday Telegraph
The Culture series: Consider Phlebas The Player of Games Use of Weapons The State of the Art Excession Inversions Look to Windward
Matter Surface Detail The Hydrogen Sonata Other books by Iain M. Banks: Against a Dark Background Feersum Endjinn The Algebraist
The Quarry Hachette UK Kit doesn't know who his mother is. What he does know, however, is that his father, Guy, is dying of cancer.
Feeling his death is imminent, Guy gathers around him his oldest friends - or at least the friends with the most to lose by his death.
Paul - the rising star in the Labour party who dreads the day a tape they all made at university might come to light; Alison and Robbie,
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corporate bunnies whose relationship is daily more fractious; Pris and Haze, once an item, now estranged, and ﬁnally Hol - friend,
mentor, former lover and the only one who seemed to care. But what will happen to Kit when Guy is gone? And why isn't Kit's mother
in the picture? As the friends reunite for Guy's last days, old jealousies, aﬀairs and lies come to light as Kit watches on. Espedair
Street Hachette UK Daniel Weir used to be a famous - not to say infamous - rock star. Maybe still is. At thirty-one he has been both a
brilliant failure and a dull success. He's made a lot of mistakes that have paid oﬀ and a lot of smart moves he'll regret forever
(however long that turns out to be). Daniel Weir has gone from rags to riches and back, and managed to hold onto them both, though
not much else. His friends all seem to be dead, fed up with him or just disgusted - and who can blame them? And now Daniel Weir is
all alone. As he contemplates his life, Daniel realises he only has two problems: the past and the future. He knows how bad the past
has been. But the future - well, the future is something else. The Wasp Factory A Novel Simon and Schuster The polarizing literary
debut by Scottish author Ian Banks, The Wasp Factory is the bizarre, imaginative, disturbing, and darkly comic look into the mind of a
child psychopath. Meet Frank Cauldhame. Just sixteen, and unconventional to say the least: Two years after I killed Blyth I murdered
my young brother Paul, for quite diﬀerent and more fundamental reasons than I'd disposed of Blyth, and then a year after that I did
for my young cousin Esmerelda, more or less on a whim. That's my score to date. Three. I haven't killed anybody for years, and don't
intend to ever again. It was just a stage I was going through. Look To Windward Hachette UK The seventh Culture book from the
awesome imagination of Iain M. Banks, a modern master of science ﬁction. It was one of the less glorious incidents of a long-ago war.
It led to the destruction of two suns and the billions of lives they supported. Now, eight hundred years later, the light from the ﬁrst of
those ancient mistakes has reached the Culture Orbital, Masaq'. The light from the second may not. Praise for the Culture series: 'Epic
in scope, ambitious in its ideas and absorbing in its execution' Independent on Sunday 'Banks has created one of the most enduring
and endearing visions of the future' Guardian 'Jam-packed with extraordinary invention' Scotsman 'Compulsive reading' Sunday
Telegraph The Culture series: Consider Phlebas The Player of Games Use of Weapons The State of the Art Excession Inversions Look to
Windward Matter Surface Detail The Hydrogen Sonata Other books by Iain M. Banks: Against a Dark Background Feersum Endjinn The
Algebraist Against a Dark Background Hachette UK Sharrow was once the leader of a personality-attuned combat team in one of
the sporadic little commercial wars in the civilization based around the planet Golter. Now she is hunted by the Huhsz, a religious cult
which believes that she is the last obstacle before the faith's apotheosis, and her only hope of escape is to ﬁnd the last of the
apocalyptically powerful Lazy Guns before the Huhsz ﬁnd her. Her journey through the exotic Golterian system is a destructive and
savage odyssey into her past, and that of her family and of the system itself. The Bridge Hachette UK The man who wakes up in the
extraordinary world of a bridge has amnesia, and his doctor doesn't seem to want to cure him. Does it matter? Exploring the bridge
occupies most of his days. But at night there are his dreams... Dreams in which desperate men drive sealed carriages across barren
mountains to a bizarre rendezvous; an illiterate barbarian storms an enchanted tower under a stream of verbal abuse; and broken
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men walk forever over bridges without end, taunted by visions of a doomed sexuality. Lying in bed unconscious after an accident
wouldn't be much fun, you'd think. Oh yes? It depends who and what you've left behind. Which is the stranger reality, day or night?
Frequently hilarious and consistently disturbing, THE BRIDGE is a novel of outrageous contrasts, constructed chaos and elegant
absurdities. Why customers are loving The Bridge: "Banks' Wasp Factory is frequently called 'One of the 20th century's 100 greatest
novels'. It pales in comparison to The Bridge!" - Amazon Reviewer, 5 stars "Mindblowing! This is the ﬁrst Iain Banks novel I have read
and needless to say I'll be back for more." - Amazon Reviewer, 5 stars Stonemouth Hachette UK Stewart Gilmour is back in
Stonemouth. After ﬁve years in exile his presence is required at the funeral of patriarch Joe Murston, and even though the last time
Stu saw the Murstons he was running for his life, staying away might be even more dangerous than turning up. An estuary town north
of Aberdeen, Stonemouth, with it's ﬁve mile beach, can be beautiful on a sunny day. On a bleak one it can seem to oﬀer little more
than seafog, gangsters, cheap drugs and a suspension bridge irresistible to suicides. And although there's supposed to be a temporary
truce between Stewart and the town's biggest crime family, it's soon clear that only Stewart is taking this promise of peace seriously.
Before long Stu steps back into the mineﬁeld of his past to confront his guilt and all that it has lost him, uncovering ever darker
stories. Soon his homecoming takes a more lethal turn than even he had anticipated. Tough, funny, fast-paced and touching,
Stonemouth cracks open adolescence, love, brotherhood and vengeance in a rite of passage novel like no other. Canal Dreams
Doubleday Books Traveling by tanker to her European tour, cellist Hisako Onodo ﬁnds herself in the middle of a poltiical maelstrom
when tensions in Latin America force her ship to drop anchor in a Panamanian lake, and its passengers and crew are taken hostage
The Crow Road 'One of the best opening lines of any novel' (Guardian) Hachette UK 'His masterpiece' Jay Rayner 'One of the
best opening lines of any novel... a warm, witty and ultimately very poignant book' Guardian An outstanding contemporary novel,
about which readers say: 'Banks' masterpiece' 'Iain Banks at his best' 'Read this immediately' 'A story full of wonderful characters' 'It
was the day my grandmother exploded. I sat in the crematorium, listening to my Uncle Hamish quietly snoring in harmony to Bach's
Mass in B Minor, and I reﬂected that it always seemed to be death that drew me back to Gallanach.' Prentice McHoan has returned to
the bosom of his complex but enduring Scottish family. Full of questions about the McHoan past, present and future, he is also deeply
preoccupied: mainly with death, sex, drink, God and illegal substances... The Culture Series of Iain M. Banks A Critical
Introduction McFarland This critical history of Iain M. Banks’ Culture novels covers the series from its inception in the 1970s to the
The Hydrogen Sonata (2012), published less than a year before Banks’ death. It considers Banks’ origins as a writer, the development
of his politics and ethics, his struggles to become a published author, his eventual success with The Wasp Factory (1984) and the
publication of the ﬁrst Culture novel, Consider Phlebas (1987). His 1994 essay “A Few Notes on the Culture” is included, along with a
range of critical responses to the 10 Culture books he published in his lifetime and a discussion of the series’ status as utopian
literature. Banks was a complex man, both in his everyday life and on the page. This work aims at understanding the Culture series
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not only as a fundamental contribution to science ﬁction but also as a product of its creator’s responses to the turbulent times he lived
in. The Hydrogen Sonata Hachette UK The tenth Culture book from the awesome imagination of Iain M. Banks, a modern master of
science ﬁction. The Scavenger species are circling. It is, truly, the End Days for the Gzilt civilisation. An ancient people, organised on
military principles and yet almost perversely peaceful, the Gzilt helped set up the Culture ten thousand years earlier and were very
nearly one of its founding societies, deciding not to join only at the last moment. Now they've made the collective decision to follow
the well-trodden path of millions of other civilisations: they are going to Sublime, elevating themselves to a new and almost inﬁnitely
more rich and complex existence. Amid preparations though, the Regimental High Command is destroyed. Lieutenant Commander
(reserve) Vyr Cossont appears to have been involved, and she is now wanted - dead, not alive. Aided only by an ancient, reconditioned
android and a suspicious Culture avatar, Cossont must complete her last mission given to her by the High Command. She must ﬁnd
the oldest person in the Culture, a man over nine thousand years old, who might have some idea what really happened all that time
ago. It seems that the ﬁnal days of the Gzilt civilisation are likely to prove its most perilous. Praise for the Culture series: 'Epic in
scope, ambitious in its ideas and absorbing in its execution' Independent on Sunday 'Banks has created one of the most enduring and
endearing visions of the future' Guardian 'Jam-packed with extraordinary invention' Scotsman 'Compulsive reading' Sunday Telegraph
The Culture series: Consider Phlebas The Player of Games Use of Weapons The State of the Art Excession Inversions Look to Windward
Matter Surface Detail The Hydrogen Sonata Other books by Iain M. Banks: Against a Dark Background Feersum Endjinn The Algebraist
Whit Abacus A little knowledge can be a very dangerous thing... Innocent in the ways of the world, an ingenue when it comes to pop
and fashion, the Elect of God of a small but committed Stirlingshire religious cult: Isis Whit is no ordinary teenager. When her cousin
Morag - Guest of Honour at the Luskentyrian's four-yearly Festival of Love - disappears after renouncing her faith, Isis is marked out to
venture among the Unsaved and bring the apostate back into the fold. But the road to Babylondon (as Sister Angela puts it) is a
treacherous one, particularly when Isis discovers that Morag appears to have embraced the ways of the Unsaved with spectacular
abandon... Truth and falsehood; kinship and betrayal; 'herbal' cigarettes and compact discs - Whit is an exploration of the technoridden barrenness of modern Britain from a unique perspective. Dead Air Hachette UK Iain Banks' daring new novel opens in a loft
apartment in the East End, in a former factory due to be knocked down in a few days. Ken Nott is a devoutly contrarian vaguely left
wing radio shock-jock living in London. After a wedding breakfast people start dropping fruits from a balcony on to a deserted carpark
ten storeys below, then they start dropping other things; an old TV that doesn't work, a blown loudspeaker, beanbags, other unwanted
furniture...Then they get carried away and start dropping things that are still working, while wrecking the rest of the apartment. But
mobile phones start ringing and they're told to turn on a TV, because a plane has just crashed into the World Trade Centre... At ease
with the volatility of modernity, Iain Banks is also our most accomplished literary writer of narrative-driven adventure stories that
never ignore the injustices and moral conundrums of the real world. His new novel, displays his trademark dark wit, buoyancy and
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momentum. Excession Hachette UK The ﬁfth Culture book from the awesome imagination of Iain M. Banks, a modern master of
science ﬁction. Two and a half millennia ago, the artifact appeared in a remote corner of space, beside a trillion-year-old dying sun
from a diﬀerent universe. It was a perfect black-body sphere, and it did nothing. Then it disappeared. Now it is back. Praise for the
Culture series: 'Epic in scope, ambitious in its ideas and absorbing in its execution' Independent on Sunday 'Banks has created one of
the most enduring and endearing visions of the future' Guardian 'Jam-packed with extraordinary invention' Scotsman 'Compulsive
reading' Sunday Telegraph The Culture series: Consider Phlebas The Player of Games Use of Weapons The State of the Art Excession
Inversions Look to Windward Matter Surface Detail The Hydrogen Sonata Other books by Iain M. Banks: Against a Dark Background
Feersum Endjinn The Algebraist Consider Phlebas Hachette UK The ﬁrst book in Iain M. Banks's seminal science ﬁction series, The
Culture. Consider Phlebas introduces readers to the utopian conglomeration of human and alien races that explores the nature of war,
morality, and the limitless bounds of mankind's imagination. The war raged across the galaxy. Billions had died, billions more were
doomed. Moons, planets, the very stars themselves, faced destruction, cold-blooded, brutal, and worse, random. The Idirans fought for
their Faith; the Culture for its moral right to exist. Principles were at stake. There could be no surrender. Within the cosmic conﬂict, an
individual crusade. Deep within a fabled labyrinth on a barren world, a Planet of the Dead proscribed to mortals, lay a fugitive Mind.
Both the Culture and the Idirans sought it. It was the fate of Horza, the Changer, and his motley crew of unpredictable mercenaries,
human and machine, actually to ﬁnd it, and with it their own destruction. A Song Of Stone Hachette UK The war is ending, perhaps
ended. For the castle and its occupants the troubles are just beginning. Armed gangs roam a lawless land where each farm and house
supports a column of dark smoke. Taking to the roads with the other refugees, anonymous in their raggedness, seems safer than
remaining in the ancient keep. However, the lieutenant of an outlaw band has other ideas and the castle becomes the focus for a
dangerous game of desire, deceit and death. Iain Banks' masterly novel reveals his unique ability to combine gripping narrative with a
relentlessly voyaging imagination. The narrative technique and sheer brio of A SONG OF STONE reveal a great novelist at the height of
his powers. Making It Happen Fred Goodwin, RBS and the men who blew up the British economy Simon and Schuster When
RBS collapsed and had to be bailed out by the taxpayer in the ﬁnancial crisis of October 2008 it played a leading role in tipping Britain
into its deepest economic downturn in seven decades. The economy shrank, bank lending froze, hundreds of thousands lost their jobs,
living standards are still falling and Britons will be paying higher taxes for decades to pay the clean-up bill. How on earth had a small
Scottish bank grown so quickly to become a global ﬁnancial giant that could do such immense damage when it collapsed? At the
centre of the story was Fred Goodwin, the former chief executive known as "Fred the Shred" who terrorised some of his staﬀ and
beguiled others. Not a banker by training, he nonetheless was given control of RBS and set about trying to make it one of the biggest
brands in the world. It was said conﬁdently that computerisation and new banking products had made the world safer. Only they
hadn't... Based on more than 80 interviews and with access to diaries and papers kept by those at the heart of the meltdown, this is
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the deﬁnitive account of the RBS disaster, a disaster which still casts such a shadow over our economy. In Making It Happen, senior
executives, board members, Treasury insiders and regulators reveal how the bank's mania for expansion led it to take enormous risks
its leaders didn't understand. From the birth of the Royal Bank in 18th century Scotland, to the manic expansion under Fred Goodwin
in the middle of a mad boom and culminating in the epoch-deﬁning collapse, Making It Happen is the full, extraordinary story.
Transition Hachette UK There is a world that hangs suspended between triumph and catastrophe, between the dismantling of the
Wall and the fall of the Twin Towers, frozen in the shadow of suicide terrorism and global ﬁnancial collapse. Such a world requires a
ﬁrm hand and a guiding light. But does it need the Concern: an all-powerful organization with a malevolent presiding genius,
pervasive inﬂuence and numberless invisible operatives in possession of extraordinary powers? Among those operatives are Temudjin
Oh, of mysterious Mongolian origins, an un-killable assassin who journeys between the peaks of Nepal, a version of Victorian London
and the dark palaces of Venice under snow; Adrian Cubbish, a restlessly greedy City trader; and a nameless, faceless state-sponsored
torturer known only as the Philosopher, who moves between time zones with sinister ease. Then there are those who question the
Concern: the bandit queen Mrs. Mulverhill, roaming the worlds recruiting rebels to her side; and Patient 8262, under sedation and
feigning madness in a forgotten hospital ward, in hiding from a dirty past. There is a world that needs help; but whether it needs the
Concern is a diﬀerent matter. Walking On Glass Hachette UK Her eyes were black, wide as though with some sustained surprise, the
skin from their outer corners to her small ears taut. Her lips were pale, and nearly too full for her small mouth, like something bled but
bruised. He had never seen anyone or anything quite so beautiful in his life.' Graham Park is in love. But Sara Fitch is an enigma to
him, a creature of almost perverse mystery. Steven Grout is paranoid - and with justice. He knows that They are out to get him. They
are. Quiss, insecure in his fabulous if ramshackle castle, is forced to play interminable impossible games. The solution to the oldest of
all paradoxical riddles will release him. But he must ﬁnd an answer before he knows the question. Park, Grout, Quiss - no trio could be
further apart. But their separate courses are set for collision. The Business B Special Use Of Weapons Hachette UK The third
Culture novel from the awesome imagination of Iain M. Banks, a modern master of science ﬁction. The man known as Cheradenine
Zakalwe was one of Special Circumstances' foremost agents, changing the destiny of planets to suit the Culture through intrigue, dirty
tricks or military action. The woman known as Diziet Sma had plucked him from obscurity and pushed him towards his present
eminence, but despite all their dealings she did not know him as well as she thought. The drone known as Skaﬀen-Amtiskaw knew
both of these people. It had once saved the woman's life by massacring her attackers in a particularly bloody manner. It believed the
man to be a burnt-out case. But not even its machine intelligence could see the horrors in his past. Praise for the Culture series: 'Epic
in scope, ambitious in its ideas and absorbing in its execution' Independent on Sunday 'Banks has created one of the most enduring
and endearing visions of the future' Guardian 'Jam-packed with extraordinary invention' Scotsman 'Compulsive reading' Sunday
Telegraph The Culture series: Consider Phlebas The Player of Games Use of Weapons The State of the Art Excession Inversions Look to
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Windward Matter Surface Detail The Hydrogen Sonata Other books by Iain M. Banks: Against a Dark Background Feersum Endjinn The
Algebraist Matter Hachette UK The eighth Culture book from the awesome imagination of Iain M. Banks, a modern master of science
ﬁction. In a world renowned within a galaxy full of wonders, a crime within a war. For one man it means a desperate ﬂight, and a
search for the one - maybe two - people who could clear his name. For his brother it means a life lived under constant threat of
treachery and murder. And for their sister, it means returning to a place she'd thought abandoned forever. Only the sister is not what
she once was; Djan Seriy Anaplian has become an agent of the Culture's Special Circumstances section, charged with high-level
interference in civilisations throughout the greater galaxy. Concealing her new identity - and her particular set of abilities - might be a
dangerous strategy. In the world to which Anaplian returns, nothing is quite as it seems; and determining the appropriate level of
interference in someone else's war is never a simple matter. Praise for the Culture series: 'Epic in scope, ambitious in its ideas and
absorbing in its execution' Independent on Sunday 'Banks has created one of the most enduring and endearing visions of the future'
Guardian 'Jam-packed with extraordinary invention' Scotsman 'Compulsive reading' Sunday Telegraph The Culture series: Consider
Phlebas The Player of Games Use of Weapons The State of the Art Excession Inversions Look to Windward Matter Surface Detail The
Hydrogen Sonata Other books by Iain M. Banks: Against a Dark Background Feersum Endjinn The Algebraist Business B D/Bx48 Little
Brown GBR Matter Hachette UK A novel of dazzling wit and serious purpose. An extraordinary feat of storytelling and breathtaking
invention on a grand scale, it is a tour de force from a writer who has turned science ﬁction on its head. "Unexpectedly savage,
emotionally powerful, and impossible to forget." —The Times In a world renowned even within a galaxy full of wonders, a crime within
a war. For one brother it means a desperate ﬂight, and a search for the one — maybe two — people who could clear his name. For his
brother it means a life lived under constant threat of treachery and murder. And for their sister, even without knowing the full truth, it
means returning to a place she'd thought abandoned forever. Only the sister is not what she once was; Djan Seriy Anaplian has
changed almost beyond recognition to become an agent of the Culture's Special Circumstances section, charged with high-level
interference in civilizations throughout the greater galaxy. Concealing her new identity — and her particular set of abilities — might be
a dangerous strategy, however. In the world to which Anaplian returns, nothing is quite as it seems; and determining the appropriate
level of interference in someone else's war is never a simple matter. The Culture Series Consider Phlebas The Player of Games Use of
Weapons The State of the Art Excession Inversions Look to Windward Matter Surface Detail The Hydrogen Sonata The Algebraist
Hachette UK A superb standalone novel from the awesome imagination of Iain M. Banks, a master of modern science ﬁction. It is 4034
AD. Humanity has made it to the stars. Fassin Taak, a Slow Seer at the Court of the Nasqueron Dwellers, will be fortunate if he makes
it to the end of the year. The Nasqueron Dwellers inhabit a gas giant on the outskirts of the galaxy, in a system awaiting its wormhole
connection to the rest of civilisation. In the meantime, they are dismissed as decadents living in a state of highly developed
barbarism, hoarding data without order, hunting their own young and ﬁghting pointless formal wars. Seconded to a military-religious
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order he's barely heard of - part of the baroque hierarchy of the Mercatoria, the latest galactic hegemony - Fassin Taak has to travel
again amongst the Dwellers. He is in search of a secret hidden for half a billion years. But with each day that passes a war draws
closer - a war that threatens to overwhelm everything and everyone he's ever known. As complex, turbulent and spectacular as the
gas giant on which it is set, this novel from Iain M. Banks is space opera on a truly epic scale. Praise for Iain M. Banks: 'Epic in scope,
ambitious in its ideas and absorbing in its execution' Independent on Sunday 'Banks has created one of the most enduring and
endearing visions of the future' Guardian 'Jam-packed with extraordinary invention' Scotsman 'Compulsive reading' Sunday Telegraph
The Culture series: Consider Phlebas The Player of Games Use of Weapons The State of the Art Excession Inversions Look to Windward
Matter Surface Detail The Hydrogen Sonata Other books by Iain M. Banks: Against a Dark Background Feersum Endjinn The Algebraist
The Bridge Harpercollins Iain M. Banks University of Illinois Press The 1987 publication of Iain M. Banks's Consider Phlebas helped
trigger the British renaissance of radical hard science ﬁction and inﬂuenced a generation of New Space Opera masters. The thirteen
SF novels that followed inspired an avid fandom and intense intellectual engagement while Banks's mainstream books vaulted him to
the top of the Scottish literary scene. Paul Kincaid has written the ﬁrst study of Iain M. Banks to explore the conﬂuence of his SF and
literary techniques and sensibilities. As Kincaid shows, the two powerful aspects of Banks's work ﬂowed into each other, blurring a line
that critics too often treat as clear-cut. Banks's gift for black humor and a honed skepticism regarding politics and religion found
expression even as he orchestrated the vast, galaxy-spanning vistas in his novels of the Culture. In examining Banks's entire SF
oeuvre, Kincaid unlocks the set of ideas Banks drew upon, ideas that spoke to an unusually varied readership that praised him as a
visionary and reveled in the distinctive character of his works. Entertaining and broad in scope, Iain M. Banks oﬀers new insights on
one of the most admired ﬁgures in contemporary science ﬁction. Surface Detail Hachette UK It begins in the realm of the Real,
where matter still matters. It begins with a murder. And it will not end until the Culture has gone to war with death itself. Lededje
Y'breq is one of the Intagliated, her marked body bearing witness to a family shame, her life belonging to a man whose lust for power
is without limit. Prepared to risk everything for her freedom, her release, when it comes, is at a price, and to put things right she will
need the help of the Culture. Benevolent, enlightened and almost inﬁnitely resourceful though it may be, the Culture can only do so
much for any individual. With the assistance of one of its most powerful -- and arguably deranged -- warships, Lededje ﬁnds herself
heading into a combat zone not even sure which side the Culture is really on. A war -- brutal, far-reaching -- is already raging within
the digital realms that store the souls of the dead, and it's about to erupt into reality. It started in the realm of the Real and that is
where it will end. It will touch countless lives and aﬀect entire civilizations, but at the center of it all is a young woman whose need for
revenge masks another motive altogether. Surface Detail is Iain M. Banks' new Culture novel, a breathtaking achievement from a
writer whose body of work is without parallel in the modern history of science ﬁction. Raw Spirit In Search of the Perfect Dram
Random House A fascinating journey through Scotland's famous distilleries with legendary author Iain Banks No true Scotsman can
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resist the allure of the nation's whisky distilleries. In an absorbing voyage as interesting to non-drinkers as to true whisky
connoisseurs, sci-ﬁ and literary author Iain Banks explores the rich heritage of Scottish whisky, from the largest and most famous
distilleries to the smallest, most obscure operations. Whisky is more than a drink: it's a culture, a binder that joins together people,
places and products far across Scotland's rugged terrain. Switching from cars to ferries to bicycles, Banks crisscrosses his homeland,
weaving an engrossing narrative from the strange people, fascinating traditions, and downright bizarre places he encounters on his
journey down Scotland's great golden road. The State Of The Art Hachette UK The ﬁrst ever collection of Iain M. Banks's short
ﬁction, this volume includes the acclaimed novella, The State of the Art. This is a striking addition to the growing body of Culture lore,
and adds deﬁnition and scale to the previous works by using the Earth of 1977 as contrast. The other stories in the collection range
from science ﬁction to horror, dark-coated fantasy to morality tale. All bear the indeﬁnable stamp of Iain Banks's staggering talent.
Praise for the Culture series: 'Epic in scope, ambitious in its ideas and absorbing in its execution' Independent on Sunday 'Banks has
created one of the most enduring and endearing visions of the future' Guardian 'Jam-packed with extraordinary invention' Scotsman
'Compulsive reading' Sunday Telegraph The Culture series: Consider Phlebas The Player of Games Use of Weapons The State of the
Art Excession Inversions Look to Windward Matter Surface Detail The Hydrogen Sonata Other books by Iain M. Banks: Against a Dark
Background Feersum Endjinn The Algebraist Consider Phlebas Hachette UK The ﬁrst book in Iain M. Banks's seminal science ﬁction
series, The Culture. Consider Phlebas introduces readers to the utopian conglomeration of human and alien races that explores the
nature of war, morality, and the limitless bounds of mankind's imagination. The war raged across the galaxy. Billions had died, billions
more were doomed. Moons, planets, the very stars themselves, faced destruction, cold-blooded, brutal, and worse, random. The
Idirans fought for their Faith; the Culture for its moral right to exist. Principles were at stake. There could be no surrender. Within the
cosmic conﬂict, an individual crusade. Deep within a fabled labyrinth on a barren world, a Planet of the Dead proscribed to mortals, lay
a fugitive Mind. Both the Culture and the Idirans sought it. It was the fate of Horza, the Changer, and his motley crew of unpredictable
mercenaries, human and machine, actually to ﬁnd it, and with it their own destruction. Dead Air Abacus Iain Banks' daring new novel
opens in a loft apartment in the East End, in a former factory due to be knocked down in a few days. Ken Nott is a devoutly contrarian
vaguely left wing radio shock-jock living in London. After a wedding breakfast people start dropping fruits from a balcony on to a
deserted carpark ten storeys below, then they start dropping other things; an old TV that doesn't work, a blown loudspeaker,
beanbags, other unwanted furniture...Then they get carried away and start dropping things that are still working, while wrecking the
rest of the apartment. But mobile phones start ringing and they're told to turn on a TV, because a plane has just crashed into the
World Trade Centre... At ease with the volatility of modernity, Iain Banks is also our most accomplished literary writer of narrativedriven adventure stories that never ignore the injustices and moral conundrums of the real world. His new novel, displays his
trademark dark wit, buoyancy and momentum. Look to Windward Simon and Schuster A Chelgrian emissary is sent to the Masaq'
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Orbital to bring Ziller, a famous but reclusive Chelgrian composer, home, on a mission that also has a top-secret purpose that will take
him on a haunting odyssey into his own past and into memories of terrible war that cost billions of lives and whose legacy threatens
the present. Reprint. The Hydrogen Sonata Hachette UK The New York Times bestselling Culture novel. . . The Scavenger species
are circling. It is, truly, provably, the End Days for the Gzilt civilization. An ancient people, organized on military principles and yet
almost perversely peaceful, the Gzilt helped set up the Culture ten thousand years earlier and were very nearly one of its founding
societies, deciding not to join only at the last moment. Now they've made the collective decision to follow the well-trodden path of
millions of other civilizations; they are going to Sublime, elevating themselves to a new and almost inﬁnitely more rich and complex
existence. Amid preparations though, the Regimental High Command is destroyed. Lieutenant Commander (reserve) Vyr Cossont
appears to have been involved, and she is now wanted -- dead, not alive. Aided only by an ancient, reconditioned android and a
suspicious Culture avatar, Cossont must complete her last mission given to her by the High Command. She must ﬁnd the oldest
person in the Culture, a man over nine thousand years old, who might have some idea what really happened all that time ago. It
seems that the ﬁnal days of the Gzilt civilization are likely to prove its most perilous.
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